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directed by Bruno-Vincent ColettiRubihina Rubihina is a genus of
insects in the family Sphecidae. Spe
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account,.Privacy Alliance Is "Making Democracy Work" In this
political season, there may be little bigger than the looming

threat to privacy. Yet, it hasn't been so long since The Privacy
Alliance came together, said it had a positive impact, and formed

the political impetus it needed. "The Privacy Alliance is a
response to the challenges created by the intersection of

technology and political change," said Michael Weidman, VP at
the Center for Financial Services Innovation. At a recent pre-

election event in Silicon Valley, the Privacy Alliance convened 30
top privacy-minded technologists, politicians and consumers to

create a nonpartisan organization of privacy activists, champions
and entrepreneurs. "When the voters go to the polls for the
election on Nov. 2, they will be voting on privacy issues that
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have the potential to shape the course of the future of their
lives," said Federal Trade Commission Chairman Jon Leibowitz.

"The privacy of millions of Americans will be at stake. This
Commission sees a unique and remarkable opportunity for
working with others to advance the cause of privacy and
safeguard consumers' most personal information. As the

Commission seeks to safeguard privacy and advance consumer
privacy rights, our goal is that these important policies and

regulations will be adopted in a manner that is both
comprehensive, effective and consumer-friendly." "The Privacy

Alliance is a leader of industry and government working together
to protect privacy," said Federal Trade Commissioner Julie Brill.
"The Alliance helps make the American dream -- pursuing your
dreams while protecting your privacy -- a reality for Americans,

in part by mobilizing industry, government and the public to take
action. We're working every day to ensure the power of

technology is used to protect privacy." "An innovative approach
for a time of unprecedented change. The Privacy Alliance puts

collective leadership and citizen engagement in the driver's seat
in the decision-making process of the future," said David Lane,
SVP Technology and Consumerization at Autodesk. "At a time
when the lines between security and privacy are more blurred

than ever, it's essential that consumers have a collective voice,"
said Lindsay Anderson, Senior VP of Global Technology at Wells

Fargo. "With the Privacy Alliance, we're fighting on all fronts
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